Ensemble averaging and multiple statistical testing of EMG activities of cyclically repeated body motions. A tool for muscle function analysis in experimental and clinical orthopaedics.
Coupled with suitable computerized signal recording and processing methods surface electromyography can be a powerful tool for the analysis of muscle activity in specific body movements. It can be used for this purpose in experimental and in clinical diagnostic orthopaedics as well as in physiotherapy. We describe in this paper a motion analysis system comprising this feature. It has been employed for the diagnosis of the basic angular kinematics and muscle function in human gait and other cyclically repeatable movements of the human locomotive system. Changes in the temporal characteristics of the movements and the muscle activity due to changed physical or experimental conditions can be systematically investigated this way. Such changes can be the result of surgical and/or conservative orthopaedic therapy, a long term physiotherapeutic program, or modified walking conditions as in experimental orthopaedics. They are displayed and validated by signal ensemble averaging and subsequent multiple statistical testing (e.g. by a suitably adapted Bonferroni criterion). The efficiency of the system is demonstrated by an exemplary gait analysis of selected kinematic and muscular effects caused by an experimental simulation of a leg length inequality.